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Abstract

The cosmological redshift energy loss due to the expansion of the universe
is stored in the dark matter energy tensor D(4,0) related to the Riemann cur-
vature. The Cosmic Microwave Background energy loss has been stored in the
dark matter energy tensor D(4,0)

Dark matter gravity is generated by D(4,0) energy related directly to the
S(4,0) tensor, however this gravity is attributed to exotic particles never de-
tected, galaxies in our universe are rotating with such speed that the gravity
generated by their observable matter could not possibly hold them together

Total Energy T(4,0) and energy tensors are defined to complete the General
Relativity field equations. The Ricci decomposition is a way of breaking up the
Riemann curvature tensor into three orthogonal tensors, Z(4,0), Weyl tensor
C(4,0) and S(4,0)
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          On Cosmological Redshift Energy Loss  

                 Due to  Universe Expansion



Cosmological redshift energy loss due to the ex-
pansion of the universe

In an expanding closed universe, regardless our universe is closed or open, the
final wave length of the photon when the closed universe reaches its maximum
radius is [4]
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El = hνnow − hνf

where h is the Planck constant and El is the energy loss, in a closed universe
after reaching its maximum expansion the universe comes backwards and will
reach rnow again restoring the loss of energy to the photon, so this El has been
stored and was not definitely lost

The cosmological redshift energy loss due to the expansion of the universe is
stored in the dark matter energy tensor D(4,0) related directly to the S(4,0)
tensor, however this gravity is attributed to exotic particles never detected

The Cosmic Microwave Background energy loss has been stored in the dark
matter energy tensor D(4,0), gravitational waves and other fields are subject to
the same redshift phenomena
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Conformal energy U defined as a combination
of C and the Hodge dual of C, dark matter energy
D defined as a combination of S and the Hodge
dual of S, similar definitions for V/Z and T/R

The Ricci decomposition is a way of breaking up the Riemann curvature
tensor into three orthogonal tensors, Z , Weyl tensorC and S, S tensor generates
the dark matter gravity

Rijkl = Zijkl + Cijkl + Sijkl

Sijkl =
1
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R (gilgjk − gikgjl)
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Rgjk, Zijkl =
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(

Yilgjk − Yjlgik − Yikgjl + Yjkgil
)

where Rabcd is the Riemann tensor, Rab is the Ricci tensor, R is the Ricci
scalar (the scalar curvature)

The conformal energy tensor U can be defined as a combination of C and
the Hodge dual of C [1]

Uabcd = 1/8π(CamcdC
m
bcd + ∗Camcd∗C

m
bcd + CabcnC

n
abd + ∗Cabcn∗C

n
abd)

The new dark matter energy tensor D can be defined as a combination of S
and the Hodge dual of S

Dabcd = 1/8π(SamcdS
m
bcd + ∗Samcd∗S

m
bcd + SabcnS

n
abd + ∗Sabcn∗S

n
abd)

The new energy tensor V can be defined as a combination of Z and the Hodge
dual of Z

Vabcd = 1/8π(ZamcdZ
m
bcd + ∗Zamcd∗Z

m
bcd + ZabcnZ

n
abd + ∗Zabcn∗Z

n
abd)

The new Total Energy tensor T can be defined as a combination of the Riemann
tensor R and the Hodge dual of R

Tabcd = 1/8π(RamcdR
m
bcd + ∗Ramcd∗R

m
bcd +RabcnR

n
abd + ∗Rabcn∗R

n
abd)
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Hodge dual definitions

The Hodge dual definition for Electromagnetic tensor and Weyl tensor [2]

∗Fab =
1

2
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∗Cabcd = 1

2
εablnC

ln
cd

The Hodge dual definition for dark matter S tensor, Z and R tensors

∗Sabcd = 1
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ln
cd , ∗Zabcd = 1
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ln
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Weyl tensor C(4,0) is related to the new Conformal Energy tensor U(4,0).
Dark matter tensor S(4,0) is related to the new dark matter energy tensor
D(4,0). Z(4,0) tensor is related to the new energy tensor V(4,0). Riemann ten-
sor R(4,0) is related to the new Total Energy tensor T(4,0)

Complete General Relativity field equations

The complete field equations are described by a new T(4,0) tensor for Total
Energy, the new conformal energy tensor U(4,0), the new energy tensor V(4,0)
and the new dark matter energy tensor D(4,0)

Zab −
1

2
Zgab + Λzgab = −kzVab

Cab −
1

2
Cgab + Λcgab = −kcUab

Sab −
1

2
Sgab + Λsgab = −ksDab

R = Z + C + S

κT = kzV + kcU + ksD

Λ = Λz + Λc + Λs

κTabcd = kzVabcd + kcUabcd + ksDabcd

In the general theory of relativity the Einstein field equations relate the
geometry of spacetime to the distribution of matter. [3]

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν + Λgµν = −κTµν
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